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Bookstore pay-backs equitable,
not as bad as students think
by Bob Ackerwold
After 12 weeks of being paged
through, written in, examined,
neglected, or toted around, the
textbooks of many WSU students
are retired to shelves, the
University Book Exchange, or to
the WSU Bookstore — for a
slimmer price than they originally
paid.
It is possible that many students
left the bookstore, prior to spring
break, with a negative attitude.
This attitude may have been
spawned by the man assessing the
value of the books students wished
to sell back. His offer was usually
one-half of what the student paid
for the book at the beginning of the
quarter.
The offers were made by Bob
Kargo, a representative of the
Nebraska Book Company located
in Lincoln, Neb. The company he
represents is one of i.)ur major
wholesale book companies in the
United States. Kargo is one of the
company's 70 full-time buyers who
travel to colleges and universities
buying used books.
According to Richard Schaber,
WSU Bookstore manager,
"Nebraska Book Comapny is the
best in their field."

Richard Schaber, WSU Bookstore manager, claims that the company in
charge of buying back books from students, Nebraska Book Company, is
the "best in their field." (Photo by Brad Burch)

The WSU Bookstore is owned
and operated by the state of
Minnesota and run by state
employees. The profits of the

Bookstore are used at the
discretion of WSU's
administration.
Jerome Varner, WSU business
manager, said, "The majority of
the Bookstore's profits are put into
the Presidential Honor Scholarship
Fund and into other scholarships."
The Presidential Scholarship is
given annually to incoming,
"academically strong" freshmen,
according to University
Admissions.
Each year, instructors order
texts to be used in their classes.
Ideally, instructors should order
text books that are current and the
most beneficial to students,
remarked Schaber. They place their
orders through the Bookstore. The
Bookstore then orders from a
publisher and the texts are sent to
Winona State.
Schaber noted, "There is an
approximate 20 per cent mark-up
on new books, and we do not add
shipping costs as do some private
schools. The price a student pays
for a new book is the publishers
"suggested retail price."
If a book is to be used the
following quarter by an instructor,
for his/her class, that particular
book is put on a "buy back" list,
said Schaber. The only books the
Bookstore will buy back are those
requested by the instructor and
thus on the "buy back" list.

If students had tried to re-sell a
book, new or used, that was on the
"buy back" list, added Schaber,
Kargo should have offered them
one-half of what they originally
paid for it (providing it was in
fairly good shape.)
According to Schaber, the "onehalf of the new price" value is
policy and procedure of the
National Association of College
Bookstore Operations, and is
followed by the majority of the
college bookstores in Minnesota.
Schaber buys back as many used
books as he can, noting that it is a
better deal than buying the same
book new from a publisher. "By
buying back used books, we
obviously avoid paying full retail
price and there are no shipping
charges," he said.
When a student buys a used
book at the Bookstore, it has been
marked-up three-quarters of the
new "suggested retail price." This
also is policy of the National
Association of College Bookstore
Operations.
For example — a student buys a
new book at the beginning of
winter quarter for $10. At the end
of the quarter, he sells it back to
the bookstore. He receives $5. The
Bookstore then marks it "used"
Continued on Page 2

Placement department aids in finding internships
by Mary Beth Mullins
How many Winona State
students actually think about
internships? If you're a Freshman,
Sophomore or Junior, the time to
start thinking about one is now.
According to a memo from the
Placement Department, Ron Dubis,
a graduate assistant, has been
hired to work under Placement
Director Gavin Strand. He will
assist in promotion of interships to
students and investigate
possibilities of Co-Op Education.
Dubis will be available to students
through spring quarter to aid in
finding internships.

Dubis said the position of a
graduate assistant for internships
stemmed from Dr. Carolyn
Copeland's research study on the
status of internships on campus.
She found that there was "little
awareness of internships on campus."

internships are sent to various
departments. A student may also
create their own internship by
sending a letter of inquire and a
resume to an agency in checking if
they have an opening for you. The
experience and background that

Though internships are only
required for some majors such as
Paralegal and Industrial
Education, internship would be an
asset to any major, said Dubis.
There are many internships
available, he added, all that has to
be done is to look for them.

agencies look for varies depending
on the major and the agency, and it
is difficult for some majors, such as
music and art, to find an
internship.
According to Dubis, you can

start looking into internships at
any time. As a Junior, however,
you should start looking into an
internship for the summer at least
by the previous winter quarter. He
also said that any internship will
give you on the job experience plus
contacts in a profession after
graduation. The possibility of
permanent placement through an
internship is there, Debis added, if
a student does an impressive job.
Some companies operate with
open internship lists, while others
follow a more rigid screening
policy. According to a placement
department memo, Dubis will not
only be giving aid to individuals,
but will also be conducting large
group information sessions. These
sessions will explain how to apply
for internships, where they are
available, and what the placement
office can do to help students in an
internship search.

He said that memos of available

Inside
DORM RATES UP AGAIN.
Page 3.
DANCE THEATRE invites all ages.
Page 7.
SEE SWINEONAN
BASEBALL TEAM wins first four.
Page 9.

Ron Dubis.

The value of an intership will be
explained as well as how to plan for
an internship opportunity. The
first of these information sessions
will be held on March 26, at 6 p.m.
in 155 Gildemeister Hall.
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Light produces variety show
by Wendy Zauss

410 Center St.

ILL PHOTO
Winona, MN

"One block east of Main between 8th and 9th"
Winona's First Color Film Developing Lab
• NEXT DAY SERVICE ON •
Kodacolor II Film
Color Reprints
110, 126, And 135 Size
Standard Size

Super Fast Service On
Developing Only [C41 Process]

PROMPT SERVICE ALL OTHER
FILMS AND ENLARGEMENTS
MON THRU FRI 8:00 AM-5:30 PM
SAT 9:00 AM-3:00 PM

452-1058

"I hope people will watch, it'll be
a lot of fun," said Al Light, about
the hour-long variety show called
"WSU & Company," which will air
at 7:30 p.m. on WECC TV channel
12 April 7. "WSU & Company" is
produced by Light, a mass
communications major at Winona
State.
include
Scheduled
features
personalities and events, movie
reviews, KQAL reports, news,
documentaries, and humorous
inserts. The "funny stuff" will
include "'Beach Weekly," produced
by two WSU students, Randy
Winter and Tony McDonald; a
comedy musical with the

Spearheads; and a soap opera
called "The Abduction of Brook
Ellinghauser."
About 50 students are involved
in working with "WSU &
Company," including students from
the Video Workshop class. Many
say they are involved merely for
the "fun of it."
Bruce
Wasserman,
mass
communications major and former
producer of "Winona in Sports," is
helping Light with program
editing. He said, "I feel that with a
producer as talented and highly
qualified as Al Light, the show is
bound to be a success."
Light

has

made

productions such as "Of Love and
Murder" which premiered on
campus in February, and other
shows such as "The Power,
Revenge, Death, and the Peace,"
which was a sequel to another
original production "To Rule a
Galaxy."
"The show is supposed to be
educational, but it is set up with a
lot of diversity. We hope to inform,
entertain, and educate all at the
same time," said Light.
Once the show is aired, he asks
that comments made about "WSU
& Company" be sent to 121
Somsen.

other

WSU senior Al Light, shown here while producing one of his many previous productions, will present a variety
show entitled "WSU & Company," to be aired on WECC TV April 7.

Bookstore
Continued from Page 1
and prices it at $7.50 (threequarters of "new" price).
Why is it that instructors do not
request the same book quarter
after quarter? The text may no
longer be current, or, there may be
a new edition of the text. Whether
the texts' information is dated
and/or a new edition is necessary
for proper instruction is up to the
instructor.
Are new editions always vital?
Has that much information
changed to justify a new edition?
Kargo answered that a publisher
makes one profit on a book — the
initial sale. When bookstores sell
used books, the publisher of that
book receives nothing, he added.
Then, if the majority of students
are buying and selling used books,
the publisher is not getting as
healthy a pay check.

Students
Bib Overalls

This means that if a new edition
comes out during the quarter and

Lee has taken an old-time country look and
made it look good for today's fashion. Bib
Overalls in Hickory stripe denim, Blue denim,
Low-blend corduroy and bootsail drill. All 100%
cotton or cotton blends. Featuring controlled
shrinkage and natural or contrasting stitching.
A variety of colors and fabrics from which to
choose.

jast)(onsiol• men zt v:i we nett
►

►

CORNER 3RD & MAIN DOWNTOWN WINONA

=.443
"Your Headquarter for all Lee® products"

the instructor feels it is necessary
to switch for the following
quarter...a student will not be able
to sell his/her book.
The textbooks not on the "buy
back" list and still current, are
books that the Nebraska Book
Company may buy from students.
The value of these books is found in
the Textbook Buyer's Guide,
published by the Nebraska Book
Company.
Kargo may have offered a
student a few bucks for a certain
book. If he sold it to him, Kargo
said he was taking a chance in
buying it, hoping that some other
school would order it from his
company.
The books that Kargo buys from
students are sent to company
warehouses in Lincoln. When
bookstores need books, they
contact these wholesale companies
hoping to buy used books, said

Kargo.
"Periodically,
our
company
cleans out the warehouse," Kargo
commented. "Last month we
dumped three to four semi-truck
loads of books, because it costs too
much to recycle them."
If a student feels that he or she is
not getting the price they would
like, they can use the Student Book
Exchange. Here, a student can put
"their" price on the book.
As for the price of other items in
the Bookstore, Schaber said, "they
are marked according to the
manufacturer's suggested retail
price."
Many items could be found
cheaper at local discount stores,
remarked Schaber. But then, the
students would not be contributing
toward scholarships, he added.

The Winonan says:

"Patronize Those Who Advertise"
Advertisers are the Financial Backbone
of Your Paper.
1111,T4C72,611111111111
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Smoke bomb sets off Prentiss alarm
by Troy Dokken
Hall.

On March 11 at 12:23 p.m.' the
Winona Fire Department
responded to an alarm at Prentiss

What
actually
happened,
according to Scott Peak, Prentiss -

Dorm rates increase for
second straight year
by Jay Kolls

=•Tell -tilt

higher utility, food service and
labor costs as well as inflation for
Students living on-campus at the proposed increase.
Winona State and five other state
universities will be facing a 7.2
The increase by the SUB comes
percent increase for room and on the heels of Gov. Al Quie's
board next year.
tuition increase. Quie wants a 9.1
and 8.6 percent increase in tuition
Last year, dorm rates rose five for the next two academic years.
percent, according to John Kane,
vice president of Student Affairs.
There have also been proposed
cuts in state financial aid to
The Budget and Finance students for the coming academic
Committee of the State University year, putting more pressure on
Board voted unanimously on March WSU students to finance their own
25 to raise the present residence education, said Ferden.
hall rates by a total of $85 for next
year, said John Ferden, Housing
Students at the University of
Officer director. This amount will Minnesota - Morris pay $1,716
increase the double-occupancy annually for room and board,
rooms from $1,180 to $1,265 per University of Wisconsin - LaCrosse
year, not including a quarterly students pay $1,560, compared to
telephone charge. Ferden cited Winona State's $1,180 per year.

Lucas dorm director, was that the
smoke alarm in room 108 was set
off when an unknown person
tossed a smoke bomb into the
room.
Upon hearing the smoke alarm
the R.A. of first-floor Prentiss
pulled the fire alarm.
After chasing down the source of
the alarm, Peak entered room 108
to find it filled with "white sulfur
smelling smoke." Peak closed the
door to contain any fire that may
have been in the room and called
the fire department.

of the students responsible. He also
said there is a reward for "anyone
giving information leading to the
arrest and conviction of a person or
persons tampering with firerelated equipment such as
extinguishers, alarms, etc."

Pregnant?
and afraid?

B

There is a friend who cares.

The fire department investigated
the room and found only smoke
which they decided was probably
caused by a smoke bomb.
Peak warns that anyone caught
lighting a smoke bomb in the
dorms "will either be sent
downtown for prosecution or will
be dealt with by the Student
Affairs Office." He also pointed out
that, "any person who doesn't
leave the building during a fire
alarm will receive disciplinary
action."

On a more positive note, Peak
feels that the fire on the fourth
floor of Prentiss on December 9
helped most people realize that
pulling alarms and emptying fire
extinguishers could have serious
consequences.

irthrig ht

452-2421

free pregnancy tests
free confidential help
N

Doesn't every woman want
to be loved this much?

According to Peak, the fire
department will investigate smoke
alarms in the dorms, and any
smoke alarms found with missing
batteries will result in prosecution

The Texas Instruments
Double Rebate Promotion
Save once, Save twice and you could get
up to $1000

B

A
$5 Rebate

H
$8 Rebate

$10 Rebate

ARTQ1RVED

I

$3 Rebate

$3 Rebate

$3 Rebate

$3 Rebate

Diamond rings and wedding rings for classic
loves and discerning tastes.

D

E

F

G

$5 Rebate

$10 Rebate

$25 Rebate

$3 Rebate

L

M

N

0

$12 Rebate $3 Rebate $10 Rebate $15 Rebate

LOVELIGHT

SPL ENDOR

At The Bookstore!
for
Rebate Coupons

JEWELERS .'SINCE 1862

77 Plaza East
Downtown Winona

TRUE LOVE
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Opinions
Our Readers Respond

Support Super Dance
The fifth Annual Muscular Dystrophy 24-hour Super
Dance will be held this weekend. Support it.
Dance contestants will be soliciting pledges for each
hour they can dance in WSU's East Cafeteria. It's a good
time for the participants, according to those students I've
talked to, and I know it was fun watching the last few
hours of the dance as well.
These people who have obligated themselves to take
part deserve credit for doing so, and this credit comes
through prizes, shirts and pledges. Since all of the
pledges do go to the MD Association, a worthy cause, it
gives both participants and viewers a chance to have a
good time and support a good thing.
Healthy, able bodies are the best way to fight such a
disease, and many have already decided to help,
according to Dave Blonski, co-chairman of the dance.
Hopefully, pledge donations will be healthy as well.

D.D.

Are we being subtly deceived?
Dear Editor:
Am I. allowing myself to be
subtly deceived? I asked this after
considering several ways I think it
just may be happening.
Can I ignore and discard God as
a personal creator and His Love for
me as a human and not have as a
result my thinking of mankind as
nothing more than a chance
occurance in nature? Possibly even
an unwanted happening in nature?
Can I be fooling myself into
thinking we can live moral lives
and set up standards to live by
without God and his words as
absolutes? Can we by ourselves
even define what is meant by the
word moral? We seem to be

Well, today's April 1. April Fool's Day. Therefore, the
staff and friends of the Winonan have put together a
package we have aptly titled the Swineonan — our little
April Fool's Day joke.
We've made this, the first edition of the Swineonan
ever, a four-page pull-out section found in the middle of
this issue. It is there for humor sake only, and any
connection with real people or events may or may not be
coincidental. You decide.
Among the brain waves of our somewhat sick minds,
we have found what I feel to be some pretty funny, or
stupid, campus events. The staff hopes no one will be
offended by the articles which appear in this week's
issue, but laugh as we have.

D.D.

w
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Isn't it also a deception to think
life must be lived for myself, to do
my own thing and that I must
watch out for myself first? Couldn't
selfishness be one main reason
behind incest, abortion, broken
marriages, and financial problems?
In all these questionings and
many more I cannot help but see
that we are dehumanizing
ourselves. How? By slowly and
subtly nullifying Him who gives
life worth, purpose and love. Am I

fooling myself further in thinking
Christ no longer has the power to
change and transform one's life for
the better?
I see I must open my mind and
ask myself the really tough
questions, not just the ones
encountered in my daily routines.
Somehow we must all separate
ourselves for a moment from our
culture's teachings and opinions
and ask ourselves; "Am I being
deceived? Am I allowing the Truth
to be pushed aside because I find it
an inconvenience or its hurts or it
reveals as wrong something I hold
dear?"
Dennis Rude

El Salvador forum saddens student

Dear Editor,

April Fools

drawing more and more away from
the teachings of God and Jesus
Christ and beginning to use our
human ways and thoughts as
standards. I see this as resulting in
double standards and growing
importance in society.

A forum was held concerning El
Salvador and the draft. I arrived
late for this, but I was pleased to
see the fine turnout. I always
appreciate hearing another's point
of view (even if it is a
Libertarian's...I say that tongue in
cheek, but they did sponsor the
forum).
I was a bit saddened though by
some of what I heard. After talking
to a few others, I found out my
feelings were shared. We agreed
that it , was especially enlightening
hearing from the foreign students.
People did seem genuinely
concerned and I agreed with much
of what was said. However, I had
trouble with a word I heard over
and over again. That word was
"fight." I could be wrong, but
people did not seem to mean "fight
thiough peaceful means."
My thoughts are in retrospect,
but it seems odd that while
knocking our involvement in El
Salvador, we shared something in
common with the Administration.
Our Administration seems to feel
that military or violent
confrontation is the only viable
alternative. Do we share that same
view? It is that view that has led to

Recycling old
newspapers a
good idea
Dear Editor:
With the new Spring Quarter
beginning, and with many students
again receiving newspapers —
Intro to Business people, for
instance, subscribe to the Wall
Street Journal
a reminder and
suggestion might incite some
"caring" students to action.
—

Especially in the dormitories,
Continued on Page 5

the deaths of over 9000 people in El American made guns. 1 have yet to
see an effort from the state
Salvador.
department to push for talks,
There are other options, aren't mediation, or some sort of peaceful
there? The student from India alternative. It is obvious we cannot
attested to this. So did Ellery do this until we stop shipping arms
Foster. The student spoke of his there (would you go and talk to
own country's predominatntly someone who had just shot your
peaceful opposition that led brother or sister and was still
gradually to its independence. carrying a gun?).
Ellery consistently speaks about
Alas, we have no department of
cooperation, something that is
often over-looked in a competitive Peace...Only that of Defense. Or is
it Offense. How about a
and sometimes paranoid world.
department of Violence.
While it is true that a violent
A peaceful offense for us might
revolution seems to be the only
realistsic option for the suppressed mean contacting our Senator or
people in El Salvador, this might Congressman in Washington on
not be so if the U.S. withdrew its how we feel about this. Or it might
support of this government which mean going on a march to the U.S.
is not in tune with the will of its capital on May 9th. Think about it.
people, and which in fact is
suppressing that will with
Steve Ohly

April 1,1981
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Paper recycling

Dialogues
with
myself
by Richard Esvang
I had a verbal run-in with a friend the other day. He seemed a bit
angry about my stand on certain issues pertaining to some broad
topics, ranging from abortion to religion. I asked, "Why such anger?.
After all, its just my opinion, and you wanted to know my thoughts." I
laughed, at the fact that he thought I was wrong, for believing the way
I do.
But, as of this moment my laughter has died. I can't help but worry
now. My personal opinions about love, life and death don't seem to run
parallel with the majority. But I'm certainly not a minority. I'm an
individual. A single person with certain rights granted me by the
constitution of this fair country. I'm just like everyone else...
Lately I've noticed that there are certain groups who seem bent on
destroying individual rights. A fine example of such a group performing
so wrecklessly is the "Moral Majority." For those who aren't aware,
the "Moral Majority" is a bunch of antiquated, pretentious machinelike people who are forcing (without forethought or consistency), their
own views on the unsuspecting public. Apparently the motivation
behind this group and their scathing activities is (now get this!) the
"word of the lord."
Now I believe, or so I have been told, that the "word of the lord" is
one of kindness, compassion and one without predjudice. On the other
hand, the way the "Moral Majority" interperts the word is through
book burnings, the beating of one's child, the preaching of politics and
religion (as if they go hand in hand), and the use of the bible as a
weapon rather than a dialogue of spiritual instruction.
In conclusion, we should use the "Moral Majority" as blatant
example of how easily individual rights could be prostituted. We
should also take one step further and realize that we are all individuals
who have basic human rights granted us by the constitution. And no
one person or group has the audasity to accoust you for believing the
way you do for being an individual.

Continued from Page 4
there must be a great number of
hometown and other newspapers
delivered by mail every day. What
happens to them when readers are
finished with them? Most likely
they are thrown out.
If you care at all about wasted
resources, high prices, landfills
that are filling up (and using up
land that might be better used,)
and the long-run hazards of onetime use, there'3 something you
can do.
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"One Fish
Sandwich for 89t."

BURGER

Please present this coupon before ordering. Limit one coupon per customer. Void
where prohibited by law. This offer
expires April 30,1981.
Good only at Winona.

KING
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April Fools

Turned in at a community
collection point, bundles of old
newspapers currently are worth
around $25 a ton (better than one
cent a pound) to some "worthy
cause." Trucks collect papers
every two weeks at Cathedral
parking lot, for instance, to benefit
Cotter High School. The lot is
within walking distance of the
dorms. (Other schools besides
Cotter hold similar collections;
wait for one of them, if you like.)
When you really stop to
consider, isn't it a real waste to buy
a paper, read it in a few minutes,
and throw it out? When just a little
extra effort could benefit in so
many ways?
Saying "yeah, that's a good idea"
isn't good enough, however. How
about you starting such a collection
project? — after checking
appropriate authorities first, of
course, to determine a hazard - free
storage area.
Sincerely,
Dr. J H. Foegen
Bus. Admin./ec.

No fooling at

CASUAL TOWNE
SALE STARTS
April 1.
ENDS April 2 at
5 o'clock.
DUNGAREES

$4 Off

LEE RIDERS
for juniors

$22.50

BIBS
®

$4 off

Casual Towne

Juniors

454-6061

.

74 On The Plaza

Hemming's
103 PLAZA EAST

DOUBLE SALE DAYS
Thurs., Fri., and Sat. April 2,3,4 Only

Trade - In Sale

lit Sale

Bring In Any Old Album Or Tape

Buy Any Discount Album

Regardless Of Condition And Get

Priced From 99$ - $399

$1°° OFF

And Get A Second Album of Equal Value

Any New Album Or Tape
Only One Trade-in Applied
To Each New Item

Page 5
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Start Off Spring With An
Exciting New Look!
Thielen Scholarship
the former official of the Winona
Applications for the Thielen National and Savings Bank, totals
Memorial Scholarship are being $100. Any business administration
accepted by the History major wishing to apply should pick
Department. The award of $150 up an application form in 324
will be made in the fall of 1981. Somsen and return it to Dr.
Salyards by April 15.
Any student who has completed
40 credits of history courses, or a
paralegal major, or a major/minor
Sign Language
in history can apply. Candidates Sign Language — Manual
must be seniors with an overall Communication, a three-credit
G.P.A. of 3.0 and a history G.P.A. introduction course to American
of 3.5. The application deadline is Sign Language will be offered by
April 10. Winona State on Tuesdays and
Thursdays beginning March 31 —
Forms are available in the May 28.
History Department Office, 212
Minne. Return forms to Dr. George
The course will examine
Bates, 203 Minne.
methodology, theory and current
methods of manual communication
Marley Scholarship
commonly used. A vocabulary of
Seniors in Business about 500 words will be taught in
Administration and Accounting by addition to numbers and the
the fall of 1981, with at least a 3.0 alphabet. The instructor is Sheila
G.P.A. may apply for the third O'Day Boddicker, audiologist with
annual Warren E. Marley the Winona Independent School
Scholarship. The $100 award, in District #861.
honor, of the former business
administration professor at WSU,
The class will meet in 102 Minne,
will be presented the fall of 1981.
6-7:30 p.m. To register, contact the
WSU Regional Campus Office, 112
Students wishing to apply Somsen.
should pick up a form in 324
Somsen and return it to Dr.
Sexual Assault
Salyards by April 15.
The WSU Student Counseling
Center will be sponsoring a
Theurer Scholarship
program on Sexual Assault April 1,
The William P. Theurer Scholar- from 3-4 p.m. in the Cinema Room
ship in Business Administration Kryzsko Commons. Emphasis will
will soon be awarded for the 1980- be placed upon prevention of date
81 academic year. The scholarship, rape, resources available
to
awarded by the Winona State victims and myths versus facts.
University Foundation, in honor of

TREAT YOURSELF
To a Make-up Consultation
or Facial from
ua

Jeeps, Cars, Trucks
Available through government
agencies, many sell for under
$200.00. Call 602-941-8014 Ext.
No. 3376 for your Directory on
how to purchase.
11

COUPON
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SAVE

0

84 Plaza Square
452-1741

at $5 00 off the Regular Price

1

Make-up Consultation:
Everyone has an individual face structure. We'll teach you to take advantage of your best features, and help unravel the mysteries surrounding
healthy, beautiful skin. Reg. $15.00; WITH COUPON $10.00
Facials:
Skin care is the most natural habit in the world! Our trained, on staff
Aestheticians will design a program specifically for helping your problem
skin. Reg. $25.00; WITH COUPON $20.00
Cleansing and Masque Facial:
Complete facial - cleansing, masque, massage. Reg. $30.00;

WITH COUPON $25.00

OFF A GROUND ROUNDER

I OR GROUND ROUNDER PLATTER
Bring this coupon with you and
get 50T off any Ground Rounder
(except Ground Rounder, Jr.)
One coupon per person per meal
COUPON GOOD THRU APRIL 30, 1981
WINONA & LACROSSE

galUnd

Rounp

PEPSI

The Fun Place
to Eat & Drink

1415 Service Drive, Winona
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Arts & Entertainment

Now, where was I? Oh yes — making a sedan delivery last week
and running out of gas; oh well, it happens.

Members of the annual Dance Theatre strut their stuff during a performance last week. (Photo by Terri Poehls)

Invitation to the dance
by Hannah L. Fischer
Scene: A cavernous, dimly-lit
auditorium filled to the brim with
hundreds of squirmy, giggly, and
extremely happy children.
Scattered through the audience
are a sprinkling of advisors,
teachers, and college students. All
seem anxious for the show to
begin.
Magically the curtin rises to the
ceiling and squeals are heard from
the young audience as the theatre
slowly darkens. Suddenly the stage
is alive with light, bright color and
movement. The stage is a grand
marketplace; filled with heaps of
food. The dancers twirl and spin
the length of the stage to Olvier's
theme. The youngsters are on the
edge of their chairs to catch a
better glimpse of the dancers
quick movements. The annual
Dance Theatre has begun.
The WSU Dance Theatre has
become a highlight for both young
and old in the Winona area. The
Dance Theatre began over five
years ago as a prized project of Sue
Ann Mullen, assistant professor of
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation at Winona State.
According to Mullen, she wanted
to start a dance program that both

students with experience in dance
could be a part of, as well as those
who had little or no dance
experience. "We wanted this class
to be a chance for students to learn
and grow from new experiences."
said Mullen. "Students without
experience have to have a place to
start, also. Dance Theatre is for
anyone who is honestly interested
in the art of dance."
Last week's show, entitled
"Food," involved 35 students. All
dancers must do their own makeup, must design their own
costumes with the help of student
costume designer Rene Wehner
and they must create a good deal of
their own choreography. This close
involvement with their work helps
the group to perform as a single
unit.
Amy Strong has been with the
troupe for three years and has had
past dance experience. She said,
"This class is a lot different from
an average dance class. Here we all
have to work together or the show
will fail. It's a good chance to
combine theatre and dance, and
we're always learning something
new." Strong has also
choreographed several numbers
for the show, which she said gave
her added experience.

Mullen pointed out that every
year the show is different.
"Usually," she said, "the theatre
employs many types of dance
techniques. This last show had
super variety. It -combined tap,
modern dance and rr:me, which
gave the dancers a chance to
experiment with all types of dance
steps." Last week's show
incorporated jazz, pop, and rock
and roll. "Variety in shows," she
added, "helps the audience to
become familiar with different
types of dance."
"The big problem with the theatre
is getting the kids together for
rehersals," said Mullen. "Every
dancer seems to be on a different
schedule. This is very difficult to
get around, but somehow, we
manage." The creativity and
obvious planning that was present
in the last show proved that the
students are willing to plan and
join together in making a show
work.
Audience reaction is essential to
success of any program and Mullen
summed up the last performance
by gauging the young audience.
"They thoroughly participate in the
show, which tells me they really
enjoy it. We couldn't do it without
them."

Tragi - Comedy set for April
by Deb DeSteno
Dr. David Bratt, assistant
professor of communication and
theatre arts, director of last
spring's one-act comedies, After
Magritte and The Real Inspector
Hound, will demonstrate his
directing skill again with this
spring's production of the tragicomedy Joe Egg, written by
contemporary British playwright
Peter Nichols.
The play will run April 10-15 at 8
p.m. in the Dorothy B. Magnus
Open Stage Theatre in the
Performing Arts Center.
The story revolves around

Josephine, a 10-year-old girl who is
so severely retarded that her
doctors consider her a vegetable.
Her parents, Brian and Sheila, have
the arduous task of coping with and
caring for their helpless, hopeless,
yet exceptionally pretty, daughter.
The cast for the play is Steven
W. Gwilt as the sneering and
sarcastic Brian; Janis Martin as
Sheila, who insists her earlier
promiscuity is the cause of "Joe's"
handicap; Paul Teerlinck and Sarah
Jane Langness as Freddie and
Pam, friends of Brian and Sheila;
Becky McConnell as Brian's
sniffling and complaining mother,
and Barb Ley has the challenging
task of portraying Josephine.

Bratt said that the roles are
difficult to play because they
involve "ultra-realistic 'this is
happening now' dialogue" in which
the actors treat the audience as if
they were non-existant, coupled
with immediate shifts to directly
addressing the audience.
"There is a very weird kind of
structure to the play," he said.
Tickets for Joe Egg can be
obtained at the PAC box office or
by calling 457-2163 from 1-5 p.m.
Monday - Friday.

To give you a little insight on what a typical songwriting session
with Sedan Delivery is like, Michael J. Grover, the band's rhythm
guitarist will hit on a melody, play a few bars of it while drummer
Frank Utecht kicks out a rhythm pattern. Normally, the rest of the
music will be finished before any lyrics are added. Sometimes Sedan
Delivery can "deliver" one of these in a single session. Other times it
will take longer. For example, changing a song's lyrics after it's been
written once, which, in fact, happened last week when "My Friend"
became "The Other Side." While this changed some of the meaning it
didn't trade off any of the energy that was there initially.
The original songs written by this band are one of their strong
points — they're unique and always entertaining. If you don't believe
me check them out April 22 at Emil's Place.
One more thing: Sedan Delivery gets it's name from the Neil
Young tune of the same name. The band wanted me to add the
following pertinent lyrics from "Sedan Delivery," courtesy of Neil
Young:
The lasers are in the lab
The old man is dressed in white
Everybody says he's mad
No one knows the things that he knows
No one knows...
I'm thinking of no one in my mind
Sedan delivery is a job I know I'll keep
It sure was hard to find...
Guys, keep your job.
Musical Notes: In reply to week's letter to the editor "Columnist
Underestimates Clarke" involving Stanley "heavy bass" Clarke and
Jaco the Imposter — ius: Ok, Gar, you win. Stanley's the better
bassist.
April Fools!!!

-4)*

ABUNDANT LIFE CENTER
125 E. 3rd Winona, MN 55987 Phone (507) 454-7672
"Food for the Spirit, Soul and Body"

- Health Food
- Nutrition Books
- Athletic Pak Vitamins
- Top 10 Contempormy
Christian Music
- Chriition Books
Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 9:30 - 5 PM
Fri. 9:30 - 9 PM
Sat. 9:30 - 5 PM

•
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Consort debuts Saturday
Winona
The newly-formed
Consort will hold their debut
performance Saturday at 8 p.m. in
the Recital Hall of the Performing
Arts Center.
The Consort specializes in music
written for small ensembles and
was organized partly because of
the highly favorable response to
other programs of this type
presented recently at Winona
State, according to a release from
the group's director, Dr. Robert
King, violinist and conductor of the
WSU Symphony.
in
joined
will • be
King
performances by other faculty

professional
members
and
musicians from the Winona area.
Saturday's program includes
two Baroque works by Quantz and
Telemann, a rarely-heard string
trio by J.C. Bach and a Romantic
work, "Bagatelles," by Anton
Dvorak.
Joining King will be Cathleen
Sovinec, Richmond McCluer and
Cindy Johnson, members of the
WSU staff, and Debbie Ipsen, a
member of the WSU and LaCrosse
Symphonies.
The concert is free and open to
the public.

Educate your taste buds
Winona State foreign students
and the International Student
Office are busily preparing for the
annual International Dinner to be
held April 11 at 6 p.m. in the East
Cafeteria of Kryzsko Commons.
The meal will include baba
ghannonj, hummus with tahini,
kufta and flat bread from
Palestine; akara balls from
Nigeria; sweet and sour pork
prepared- by Malaysian students;
Italian salad; Japanese chicken
teriyaki; sweet rice from Saudi
Arabia; Cantonese pork ribs, and
either chello kebabs from Iran or

Art

couscous from Libya.
Desserts for the dinner will
include Palestinian knafa,
American apple pie, Iranian sweets
and Philippine leche flan.
An entertainment program will
feature a Maikido demonstration,
folk ballet, Japanese songs and a
Palestinian marriage ceremony
and folk dance.
Tickets for the dinner are $6.50
and are available from foreign
students and the Student Affairs
Office. Tickets will not be available
at the door.

Shorts
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Winona Junior High Auditorium
`Godspell'
The Winona Senior High School
Music and Theatre Departments
will present the musical "Godspell"
April 9-11 at 8 p.m. in the WSHS
Auditorium. Tickets are $2 for
adults, $1 for high school students
and children and can be obtained at
the door or reserved by calling 4549044.

Adults - $350 Students - $1 5°

`Twelfth Night'
St. Mary's College will present
Twelfth Night
Shakespeare's
tomorrow through Monday. The
production includes a set with over
five miles of white cords, over
1,000 balloons and a mirrored floor
to convey Shakespeare's themes of
carnival and fun, illusion and
reality and of a balance in life
between fun and seriousness.
Tickets are $2 for adults and $1 for
senior citizens and students. For
reservations and ticket
452-4430,
call
information,
extension 371.

Wear the best.. .
Run your best

WSU Film Society
The WSU Film Society and
SCAC will present Woody Allen's
What's Up, Tiger Lily Saturday at
7 p.m. in 120 Pasteur Hall. Also
shown will be a short film, "The
Sex Life of a Polyp."

ONE SHOW ONLY

All Court / Lady All Court

MEN'S & $2
LADIES'

199

MEN'S &
LADIES'

.

$28

CARISCH THEATRES
CINE 4

2ND AND MAIN

452 - 4172

(R)

Starts Friday

MEN'S & $3699
LADIES'

An extraordinary movie.

tS
.s.\\\\ \\\\.\\ \■ ,

Leather

MEN'S
RED STRIPE,
LADIES'
BLUE

Cortez

$3699

MEN'S &
LADIES'

$38

Franchise High Top
Lady Franchise High Top

ci C1

MEN'S ONLY—

_

C

r-1 n o 0

0

$4599
Tailwind

LTERED STATES

I DOLBY STEREO I
CINE 4

2ND ANQ. MAIN

All IN STOOC

WILLIAM HURT • BLAIR BROWN • BOB BALABAN • CHARLES HAID
WRIT TEN FOP THF SCREEN 8 ,

' , 4(

NOVEL At TH?Fr) STATE', B ∎

JOHN CORIGLIANO • SIDNEY AARON • PADDY CHAYEFSKY
CINE 4

AND READY
TO PLAY!

/11

2ND AND MAIN 452-4172

Now Showing

(PG)

THE EDIPRANTMAN
CINE 4

2ND AND MAIN 452-4172

Winner "Best Picture"

THE

ucerzept STORE
At

163 EAST THIRD ST

.

ROB BUBLITZ
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Women netters beat Bemidji
in Northern Sun opener
by Keine Waldorf
The Winona State women's
tennis team recorded their first
Northern Sun Conference victory
of the year with a 9-0 triumph over
Bemidji State Saturday in an
indoor meet held at New Memorial
Hall.
Peg Hayes won her no. 1 singles
match with a 2-6, 6-0, 6-2 victory
over Beth Rakke of Bemidji. Sheri
Boettcher defeated Nancy Newton
6-4, 6-0 in her singles match, and
Lori Gianos upended Bemidji's
Julie Ruikka 6-1, 7-5.
Mary
Barlau,
Michele
Dziubinski, and Annette Pelach of
the Warriors all won their singles
matches too. •

In doubles, the WSU teams of
Boettcher and Gianos, Hayes and
Barlau, and Pelach and Linda
Sharpe all defeated their
opponents.
The Warriors also notched wins
in three exhibition matches. Peggy
Kelly and Laurie Gerths captured
singleS victories, and the doubles
team of Sue Mulcahy and Mary Jo
Kortan won their match.
On Monday, the women's tennis
team hosted the College of St.
Catherine's in a dual meet at New
Memorial Hall, and the Warrior
women came away with a 8-1 win.
Hayes was the only Warrior to
come up on the short end of her
match as she was defeated 7-6,'6-1.
It was her first loss of the year.

Gianos,
Boettcher,
Barlau,
Dziubinski, and Pelach all won
their singles matches, and the
three Warrior doubles teams also
were victorious.
The women's tennis team is
currently 3-0 on the year, and are 10 in conference matches.
They will return to action
Wednesday afternoon when they'll
entertain St. Teresa at 3 p.m. The
women's tennis team will get a
good indication how they match up
against some of the other powerful
Minnesota teams on Friday and
Saturday when they'll participate
in the Macalester Invitational in
St. Paul.

Strong hitting highlights
baseball team victories

Peggy Kelly of the Warriors strains to return this forehand in the
women's tennis teams' 9-0 win over Bemidji State, Saturday at New
Memorial Hall. (Photo by Terri Poehls)

Women tracksters fourth
The Winona State women's
track team scored 46 points and
finished fourth among 10 teams in
the University of Minnesota Duluth April Fools Invitational
track meet held Saturday in
Duluth.
Winona State's coach Marge
Moravec was very pleased with the
performance, and she had every
right to be.
Sue Muelken won the 55-meter
dash for the Warriors with a time
of 7-4 seconds.
Ann Kruger set a school record
in the 800-meter run with a time of
2:26. Kruger, who last week broke
the school record in the 1000-yard
run, shattered the old school
record by eight seconds.
Linda Gustafson placed third in
the shot put with a throw of 38
feet, one and one-half inches.

The WSU medley relay team of
Muelken, Diane Scherle, Cheryl
Sikorski, and Kruger also finished
in third place.
Another third-place finish came
from the four-lap relay quartet of
Muelken, Mindy Lubben, Julie
Iverson, and Sikorski.
The mile relay foursome of Sue
Peterson, Annette Grothe, Brenda
Root, and Kruger was third with a
time of 4:32.
When asked about her thoughts
of the meet, Moravec said, "I am
very pleased, to say the least. The
three teams that finished in front
of us were all very strong teams, so
our fourth-place finish says a lot for
this team."
The next meet for the women's
track team will be April 11 at the
Drake Invitational in Des Moines,
Iowa.

There was little doubt in Gary
Grob's mind that this year's
baseball team would be one of the
best hitting teams '71-rob has
coached since he's been au WSU.
And after the first games of the
season ; the hitters aren't letting
Grob down one bit.
After four games at the Griffin
Classic in St. Joseph, Mo., the
Warriors are undefeated, and their
bats are doing a lot of talking.
The Warriors have exploded for
40 runs in those four games, and
the pitching, which is a concern of
Grob, has limited the opposing
teams to only 16 runs.
In their opening game of the
Classic on Friday, the Warriors
handed Missouri Western a 10-6
defeat.
Greg Verthein was the winning
pitcher for the Warriors, and first
baseman Mike Connor supplied
much of the offense with two hits
and three runs batted in.
Later Friday, the Warriors
ripped Westminster by a 17-3 score
in a game that was called after
three and one-half innings and two
hours of play.

Robin Rusch picked up his first
win of the year, as the junior had
eight strikeouts, walked only three
batters, and gave up five hits.
Clint Faas highlighted the
offensive end of the game by going
three for four at the plate,
including a two-run home run in
the first inning. The senior
centerfielder finished the game
with six RBI's. The Warriors
pounded the Westminster pitchers
for 14 hits.
On Saturday, the Warriors got a
chance to play a couple of other
Minnesota colleges, and they came
away with two wins.
In the first game on Saturday,
the Warriors got past St. Thomas
6-4.
The Warriors led 6-1 going into
the seventh inning, then had to
withstand a St. Thomas rally to
earn the win.
Freshman Jon Wisecup picked
up his first collegiate win by
allowing only five hits. The Winona
High product walked only two
batters, and he recorded five
strikeouts.
In their final game on Saturday,

the Warriors erupted for six runs
in the top of the third inning
enroute to a 7-3 win over Gustavus
Adolphus.
Connor picked up the win for
WSU, giving up nine hits. The
senior *left-hander had eight
strikeouts and allowed just two
walks.
Mike Pelach, who also had two
hits against St. Thomas, and Brad
Johnson each collected a pair of
hits for the Warriors.
Rich Meier had four stolen bases
against the Gusties, and as a team,
the Warriors had eight stolen
bases.
The Warriors will wind up their
southern trip this weekend. They
play against Missouri Southern
State on Wednesday, Washburn
College on Thursday, then take
part in the Benedictine
Tournament Friday through
Sunday.
The first home game is not far
away. On April 10, Moorhead State
will invade Loughrey Field for the
NIC opener, and the next day the
Warriors will host Bemidji State.

City league sports receive WSU students attention
by Mark Jaskulske
Even though Winona State
offers many extracurricular
activities for students, many are
finding involvement in a city
league sports program more fun
and interesting to participate in.
The city league basketball
program in the city is no exception.
In fact, it is a prime example of
student involvement. According to
Don Klinkhammer, chairman of the
Park and Recreation programs in
Winona, many students take the
opportunity to get involved.
"Giving an estimate, I would
have to say about 30 percent of the
teams in the city are made up of
Winona State students,"
Klinkhammer said in an interview.
"That number is a little higher in

the volleyball program."
This year in the men's double A
basketball leagues, two teams
represented Winona at the State
Tournament held March 21-23 at
the University of Minnesota. The
two teams were The Mississippi
Queen, and The Big "0" Bar and
Restaurant. This was the first time
Winona has sent two teams, but
when one looks at the team
members, there are many familiar
names.
Both team rosters are almost
entirely made up of Winona State
students. The Mississippi Queen
had seniors Orrin Brown, Mike
Kranjnak, Dave Cicmil, Dave
Mullens, and Dave Miller. There
was one sophomore, Pete Brown.
Queen
is
"The Mississippi
probably the best representative

of Winona we've sent in the last
five years," claimed Klinkhammer.
"I'm very surprised they lost early
in the tournament," he added.
Unfortunately, the Mississippi
Queen lost in the first round to a
team from Minneapolis called
Archie Bunkers Bar by a 61-46
score.
The Mississippi Queen won the
city championship, losing only
one game all year.
On the other side of the coin, the
Big "0" had its problems early in
the tournament as well, losing in
the first round by a 73-67 score to
Larry's Place of Minneapolis.
The Big "0's" roster included
seniors Howard Kruger, Jim
Brown, Clyde Scheevel and Jim
Headington. There were two
juniors, Dave Bauman, Mark

Jaskulske and freshman Paul have been very successful. Student
Kruger and Brian Gillette. participation is on the increase
Rounding out the roster was each year in all the programs
Emilio- De Grazia, an English offered. With the variety available
there is a place for everyone.
teacher here at Winona State.
Winona city league programs
Schedule of Events
April 1
April 2
April 3

April 4

April 5

Baseball vs. Missouri Southern
Women's tennis vs. St. Teresa
Baseball vs. Washkurn
Baseball at Benedictine
Tournament
Softball vs. Luther College
Women's tennis at Macalester
Invitational
Baseball at Benedictine
Tournament
Women's tennis at Macalester
Invitational
Baseball at Benedictine
Tournament

Joplin, MO
New Memorial Hall
Topeka, KA

1:00
3:00
1:00

Atchison, KA
Decorah, IA

2:00

St. Paul, MN
Atchison, KA
St. Paul, MN
Atchison, KA
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Men's Tennis Schedule

Top Warrior singles player
out of action for month
by Brad G. Burch

too heavy of a tennis racket,
according to Koehler. Now,
Koehler must totally rest his arm
for at least four weeks and slowly
nurse it back to full strength
after that.
"The depressing part," said
Koehler, "will be trying to come
back and be ready in a couple of
weeks rather than three

Randy Koehler, the No. 1
singles player for the WSU men's
tennis team for a majority of the
past three years, will be out of
action for about a month.
Tendonitous is the problem
and it was possible caused by
starting the tennis season with

Randy Koehler (Photo by Brad Burch)

Freecw"Fun!
ol4

1')

P

♦

r:

a, •

or
M.-Th. 2 pm - 10 pm

Fri. 12 Noon - 10 pm
Sat. 10 pm - 10 pm
Sun. 1 pm - 9 pm
At The All New

Present
this coupon
and get 2
free plays of
Pinball,
Electronic
Video
Games or 1
play of
Foosball,
Pool.

ELECTRIC "R" CADE
452 - 9870

Umit 1 coupon per person deity
COUPON

122 E. 3rd
Expires April 7

Women's Basic
Denims

California Straights
SuPer Strakillts
and
Boot Jeans

Now

April
April 10-11

St. Mary's College
UM-Duluth, Northern
State, and Mankato State
St. Mary's College
St. Cloud State, Northern
State, and Moorhead State
Luther College
NIC Tournament
NAIA District 13 Meet

April 22
April 24-25
April 27
April 30
May 8-9

months."
Not only is he concerned about
not contributing to the team, but
he's worried his plans for the
summer may not work out either.
He is planning to teach tennis at
John Gardener's tennis club in
Carmel Valley, Calif.
He said he was really looking
forward to this season and had
hoped to do well, and felt he had
the right mental attitude coming
into the season. Now, Koehler
will be playing the wait and see
game both for this spring and
summer.
If the injury gets better soon,
as hoped, Koehler will be
competing in as many meets as
possible, and if he wants to teach
tennis this summer, he must be
healthy. Along with the teaching
there are many satellite
tournaments out in California
that Koehler will play in. John
Gardener has clubs located in
Arizona and Florida in which
Koehler could work at if he does
well.
Koehler did disclose he would
rather wait until he is a 100
percent before playing again in
case of ruining any chances to
play and teach out in California.

Home
Mankato

3:00

St. Mary's
Aberdeen, SD

3:00

Home
Duluth
St. Peter

12:00

Key players return
to men's tennis team
by Pete Browne
The 1981 WSU men's tennis
team hopes to improve on its 7-5
record of a year ago, and with five
players returning from last year's
squad, that hope could just turn
out to be reality.
Coach Bob Gunner explained
that the only person lost from last
year's team was Bob Bliss dile to
graduation. Gunner said that this
year's team has the overall and
tournament experience needed to
be successful.
Winona High product Randy
Koehler returns as the no. 1 player
for the Warrior netmen this year
(see related story). Jeff DeFrang is
positioned in the no. 2 spot. Gary
Hanley is the no. 3 player. Winona
Cotter standout Jim Van Deinse is
seated in the fourth spot and Steve
Krueger will be battling with
Keith Wolfe for the fifth and sixth

spots respectively.
The team to beat in the NIC this
spring, according to Gunner, seems
to be the defending champion, the
St. Cloud State Huskies. The
University of Minnesota-Duluth,
who finished in second place last
season, will again have a strong
team.
When asked what WSU has to do
to be successful this spring,Gunner
replied, "We must play
consistently and be steady in all
aspects of the game. Consistency
plays a big factor especially when
you have a young team like ours."
The men's tennis team will open
their season on April 6 when they
will host cross-town rival St.
Mary's College.
Their first conference action will
be on April 10-11 when they will
take part in a quadrangular meet
at Mankato against Mankato State,
UM-Duluth, and Northern State.

Locks optimistic about
young women's golf team
by Jim Kohner
"If hard work is going to produce
something, this team is going to
produce something."
Those were the words of
women's golf coach Joyce Locks,
commenting on the determination
of this year's women's golf team.
The women golfers have been
working out since the beginning of
February in the platform above
New Memorial Hall, and so far,
Locks is happy what she's seen.
"I'm very optimistic," the fifth
year coach commented. "We have
seven women who know and like
the game of golf."
One factor that might hold back
this year's squad is experience.
Only two upperclassmen, senior
Nancy Stendahl and junior Kari
Nilssen, have a lot of collegiate
experience. And it will be tough for
Locks to find someone to replace
Dawn Ginnaty, the team's top
golfer for the past two seasons.
The five freshmen are headed by
Green Bay native Molly Hogan.

She is expected to be the strongest
golfer on this year's team. Joan
Kulla, Amy Frank, Cindy Reed,
and Deborah Willette are the other
four freshmen on the team and
they should provide plenty of
depth.
"The young girls will be getting
their experience this year," Locks
said. "But all the golfers are
working real hard. One of these
days, we might surprise someone."
This year, the collegiate women
golf teams in Minnesota will have
their first-ever State Tournament.
"Golf is the oldest sport, but
women's golf is the last one to
come into the competitive ring,"

Locks said. "With the State
Tournament, and divisions in the
national tournament, it shows how
big the sport is becoming."
The women's golf team has five
meets this spring, beginning April
24 at the St. Cloud State
Invitational.
They will host their own
invitational April 28 against St.
Olaf, Mankato State, and St.
Thomas.
"Mankato is always our biggest
opponent in the state," Locks said.
"I think we have a team that can
finish in the middle of a lot of
tournaments this year. We should
be able to represent this university
real well."

1981 Women's Golf Schedule
April 24
April 28
May 1
May 4-5
May 9-10

St. Cloud State Invitational
Winona State Invitational
Mankato State Invitational
MAIAW Division II
State Tournament
University of Minnesota

St. Cloud
Home
Mankato

8:30
9:00

Minneapolis

WAREHOUSE LIQUORS
"FROM WAREHOUSE TO YOUR HOUSE"

Cotl ec‘( ti
oese O u This

Week's Beer Specials

• Miller Lite 12 Packs • Old Style Cases

Also Brandy and Lambrusco Specials
Hours:
9- 9 Mon. & Fri

9 - 5 Daily
12 - 4 Sun.

(Lots of Parking)

PHONE 452-1821
Open til 10 pm Mon. - Sat.

176 EAST THIRD STREET
WINONA, MINNESOTA 55987
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WSU Athlete of the Week
Clint Faas, the centerfielder
for the Warrior baseball
team, had himself a day that
many baseball players dream of
in WSU's 17-3 win over Westminster Friday in the Griffin
Classic.
The senior from Austin went
three for four at the plate, hit a
two-run homer in the first inning,
and finished the game with six
runs batted in to earn him the
WSU Athlete of the Week honor.

Pitchers, key players return
for women's softball team
by Dave Miller
The Winona State women's
softball team has been blessed with
plenty of experience and should
prove to be one of the top
contenders in the Division II State
Tournament in Mankato later this
year.
Last year's team in the state

Clint Faas

Men golfers set for opener
by Mike Tetzlaff
The WSU men's golf team is
preparing for their spring season
by practicing indoors and are
awaiting the chance to move
outdoors when weather permits.
golfers
fall
WSU
Last
participated in invitational
tournaments at the University of
Wisconsin - Eau Claire, University
of Northern Iowa and the NIC
meet held in Alexandria, Minn. in
which WSU placed seventh.
Participating in the spring
season could qualify a golfer for the
national tournament. The District
13 NAIA Tournament will be held
in the Twin Cities during May.
According to Dr. Dwight Marston,
the men's golf coach, "Our kids
must be consistant throughout the
season to be competitive."
Competing for WSU this spring
will be freshman Brett Barcel,
sophomore Sam Drodofski,

freshman Brad Leivermann and
junior Jack Oster. Transfer
students that also figure into
Marston's plans are Dan Guerard
of Grand Rapids, Minn, and Mike
Rukaviana from Illinois.
The golf team is relatively
young, but has the potential to be
competitive. "Barcel missed being
in the top 10 golfers in the
conference meet by just six
strokes, and he is shooting the
most consistant right now,"
Marston said.
When questioned about the

SIM

anticipated success of this squad,
Marston replied, "If we are going
to be a top competitor, our kids
must shoot scores in the high 70's.
If they shoot in the 80's, we will
never be competitive in any meet;
that's how tough the conference
is."
Duluth and Mankato are
expected to be the top teams this
year. Marston said, "I know there
are some good golfers that attend
WSU. We are always looking for
good golfers — problem is getting
them out for the team."

Men's Golf Schedule
April 20
April 27
April 30
May 4-5
May 8

UW-LaCrosse
Luther College
St. Olaf - Carlton
Invitational
NAIA District 13 Meet
Rochester Invitational

ON
VER!

Home
Decorah, IA
Northfield
Coon Rapids
Rochester

1:00

tournament lost to the number one
seeded team by only one run, and
to the second seeded team by two
runs. They proved that they could
compete against the best of them.
Only three players from last year's
squad are missing.
"We have four pitchers who will
be the key to our success this
season," WSU coach Steve Juaire
said. "This year's team should be
stronger, because of the
experience of some of our key
players."
These pitchers are Lori Coffey,
Sue Thompson, transfer Lori Hill,
and freshman Deb Oppegard.
Other key players providing a
strong nucleus are co-captains
Barb Schley, catcher, and
outfielder Cindy Dondlinger. Leisa
Schmidt, one of the better hitters
on the team, is at first base.
"This year's team is expected to
have a strong pitching staff with an

adequate infield with hopeful
improvement in hitting," Juaire
said. "We plan on being a running
team, playing aggressive with a lot
of bunting and stealing to keep the
game fast moving."
As for the seasons outlook,
Juaire stated "Our goal is to be
above .500 in our 16-game schedule.
This will guarantee us to be in the
upper bracket in the state
tournament. Our chance is as good
as anyone elses in winning the
title."
Juaire will be assisted by Kari
Torgerson who he feels is "one of
the finest assistant coaches
around."
Other tough teams in Division II
include St. Cloud, Mankato, and
UM-Duluth.
The first game for the Warriors
will be April 8 at Luther College in
Decorah, Iowa. The home opener
will be against Moorhead,
Saturday, April 11.

1981 Women's Softball Schedule
April 3
Luther College
Decorah, IA
April 8
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis
April 11
Moorhead State
Home
April 15
St. Cloud State
Home
April 16
Mankato State
Mankato
April 21
Southwest State
Home
April 25
Gustavus Adolphus
Home
April 28
UM-Duluth
Duluth
May 1
MAIAW Division II
Minneapolis
to
May 2
Championships
* All home games play at West End Rec.

Forget the jungle for awhile,
Bwana. Grab your favorite
, Jane and boogie. You can let
\ it all hang out at our place.

SAT.
Apr. 2 - 4

Home
Cooking

Reg. Price $1.32
3 oz. Cod Filet on Bun with
Tartar Sauce and
French Fries

71M4 Apr. 7
■41.00■00"■•••••=0"kul0"%,

0•0•11.00

SUPER SPECIALS:
Tues: Jack & Tap Nite
Wed: Ladies' Nite
Thurs: Live Music, No Cover
Fri: Free Taps 8.9
Sat: No Cover 'tll 9
NO COVER
SUN. thru THURS.
(Except Special Events)

OPEN DAILY 3:30 P.M. -1 A.M.
SUN. 8.12
HAPPY HOUR DAILY 3:30 P.M. - 7 P.M.

TRY OUR BRAND
OF SAVING.

12:00
2:00
11:00
2:00
2:00
2:00
12:00
3:00
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111-F'clelity
without
Hi-Anxiety.
- Does the idea of owning high fidelity components scare you?
You're not alone.
Between the mumbo-jumbo of woofers and tweeters and
watts and amps, and the hundreds of brand names you never heard
of, and the conflicting opinions about everything, it's enough to
make anyone nervous.
Well, you don't have to be afraid anymore. Pioneer, the leading
maker of high fidelity components in
America, has created a systeni for people like you.
It's called Syscbm

Syscom is a complete high fidelity component system put together by Pioneer engineers. Not by you. And when we say
complete we mean complete. It contains everything including the
cabinet. Amplifier, tuner, turntable, tape deck, speakers, everything.
And all the components were designed to go with each other. SO
there's no chance of making a mistake.
And Syscom isn't just easy to buy It's easy to operate. All you
. ///4,./ 4, do is plug it and turn it on. It's as simple -as
your,clock radio.
' • **
There arc five Syscom groups to choose from.
Each designed to match thekind of music you listen to and
the kind of money you have to spend. Shopping for Syscom is even uncomplicated.
Pioneer has made it available to select stores.
And we're proud to say, we're the store in your area.

SYSCOM

• by (V)PIONEER'

Serious-hi-fl. Finally made simple.

ZW )
YOUR HOMETOWN AUDIO STORE

127 Johnson St., Winona, MN

